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Final Reflection

I have developed in countless ways as a reader, writer, and as a researcher. As a reader,

I’m able to better grasp the viewpoint of the author and input my basic knowledge into figuring

out the ideal reason or purpose for the writing. I grew to have a better understanding of the

power over analyzing texts. As a writer, I’m able to insert the five senses into my writing. These

five senses could be represented through imagery or detailed evidence. Structure in any writing

is very important and there are millions of different types of structures that can be used in any

writing. For example, the structure for an essay may differ from a public service announcement.

A traditional essay may include five, long paragraphs. However, a public service announcement

traditionally holds frequent, shorter paragraphs. Additionally, I’m able to identify weak points or

weak vocabulary that may need to be revised or edited. As a researcher, I had faced the battle of

differing fake news from reliable sources. Especially with widespread issues, there tends to be

more fake news articles publishing or posing as influential and popular broadcasting systems.

Through this semester I was also able to improve my skills as a researcher by simply reaching

out to experts or those specialized in higher English professions. I will be doing an Optional

Revision on my Unit 2 Assignment, specifically my Annotated Bibliography. I’m certain about

my revisions because I feel that I would be able to better grasp an important insight in my

development through my second writing of the semester. I have changed the structure of my



writing and inserted more paragraphs. Another revision I have made is improving my language

that was used in the original writing. There are three moments that I’m proud of and highlight

my accomplishments. Speaking of my first assignment, a quote that I would state to represent my

growth would be, “I realized that religion does not have to be associated with my bad experience.

I realized I needed time to know when I was ready, independently, to learn about Islam at the

pace that I needed.” This quote symbolizes the way I was able to express a different thought,

concept, or compelling point. My first writing fixated on my rough path to religion in which I

had battled through. In my second paper which was the Annotated Bibliography, a quote that I’m

assertive in is, “In my research, I was able to conclude that the Safe-T Act will be unsafe for

civilians of Illinois. If HB3653 were to be signed by Governor Pritzker, Illinois families may

suffer from criminal trespassing, disorderly misconduct, and obstruction .” I’m proud of this

moment because I did my research and I was able to understand the way the SafeT Act will

target those or lower or working class families or residents. From Unit 3, my favorite quote

would be, “‘After hitting near historic lows pre-pandemic, crime has been spiking in many parts

of the country, including in the nation's most populous city. Shootings in New York City have

more than doubled this year compared to the same time period in 2019. The city's new mayor has

made public safety his top priority, and polls show that New Yorkers agree. About half say crime

is issue number one for them. So, is the city at or close to a tipping point?’”, said Judy Woodruff.

This would be my favorite quote because train stations were created to conduct safety

transportation routes, but have transformed into a dangerous zone for the public. My early

assumptions or beliefs about my relationship with writing is that it should be done for an

assignment. However, I have learned that the more time you invest into a paper or a writing, the

better the lecture or the better the presentation will be. My experience revising assignments is to



know the drastic difference in language and knowledge from my beginning assignments. For

example, I feel that I’m more wise now through experiences, lessons, and knowledge. Going into

this class, I believed that it would be similar to every other English class I had taken. For

example, reading books and writing an essay about the thematic message. However, I learned

many different ways in reading, writing, and researching. I have learned to better analyze my

work, beware of fake-news, and have better vocabulary. To students that will be taking this

course next semester, my advice would be to be present. The class was worth it and was a great

experience. Makes me look forward to my other classes this second semester!
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My Chaotic Road to Peace

“ It's Friday, which means it’s Jummah. I better see you getting a prayer mat, you have

ten minutes to do so”, my mother had always reminded me. Religion is a subject that may be

delicate for some and a passion for others. I was born into a Muslim family, but nobody was

more religious than my mother. If anything, she was the only person that had committed herself

to Islam. For my brother and I, we had rarely prayed or read the Quran unless we were forced to.

However, my brother does have the passion to willingly pray to God about once a week. In

contrast, I had never prayed or read the Quran with interest or without being advised to do so. If I

had never had a figure to force me, I am aware that I would never have devoted myself to

religion on my own.

Growing up, I had been enrolled in an Islamic center to comprehend Arabic and the

teachings of the Quran. I remember those years as the core memory of my unhappiness. It felt

like an additional three hours of school after the usual eight hours of elementary school. In that

mosque, I had witnessed students getting hit, ears pulled or taken to the rat room. As kids, the

mosque teachers would threaten students to memorize the Quran or they would be taken to a

room filled with horrifying, big rats. While my mother had been confident she had sent her

daughter where she belongs, I felt unsafe and disturbed by my discipline. While most of my

companions at school went to the playground after to play, I had to proceed to a mosque to fulfill



my mom’s expectations. Due to not yearning to be there, I had never memorized the sections or

retained anything. My brain repented the knowledge. I can take myself back to one of my

recollections that shaped my rebellious phase. It was a burning, summer afternoon. I had been

watching television in a space shared by my mother and me. I could recall hearing my mother

speak to my private educator to come over. “I’ll go to sleep, so she thinks I’m tired and will

revoke my session. That has to work, it worked before,” I repeatedly told myself as I was

feigning to sleep. The instant my tutor reached, I was slapped back into existence. I sat on that

desk with my eyes tearing up, my nose running, and my cheeks swollen. That exact moment

sparked my determination to set boundaries and there was only one way of doing so: rebelling.

My mother evolved to become more observant and dedicated to finding a way, so she introduced

me to an at-home tutor that would reach over to my house to teach me the laws of Islam.

Through this, I became dedicated to uncovering ways to rebel. I would feign falling asleep

before she called my mother so that she would come in to tutor me, expecting my mother would

cancel. But, that never seemed to work. I vividly recollect using my sense of hearing to pin the

phone conversation to the identity of the individual. At this moment, I can visualize my sense of

sight. For example, I had a particular foldable desk that was used during my private sessions.

When I used my sense of sight to see the table was set up, I realized that my tutor was on her

way. Eventually, I enraged my mother for not fulfilling her hopes as a Muslim daughter. “ Are

you even Muslim? You’re born into a Muslim family, but you don’t pray or read the Quran. So

what? You just don’t believe in Allah,” duplicated my mother throughout my childhood. In my

religion, women are identified as pure, committed, and the embodiment of preparing for

marriage. As I was lacking my part in religion, I was portrayed as the opposite: impure,

rebellious, and lack of identity. It had become to make me feel guilty to be on a prayer mat but



pretended to pray, knowing that a pair of eyes were watching me. It made me feel like a bad

individual for partaking in an action that was disrespectful to those that practice the religion of

Islam. Due to pretending, my long-term effect led to forgetting how to pray or understand

Arabic. During that phase in my life, I had no attraction to regaining my knowledge of the

practices of Islam. As my mother had admitted to herself that she had done what she could, she

had begun to stop forcing. Instead, she would mention it once a month to pray sometimes or read

a page of the Quran.

During quarantine, I found myself not finding comfort within myself with a lot of

trauma. I had found myself reaching out to God and saying small prayers. At times of need, I felt

comfort and peace. I realized that religion does not have to be associated with my bad

experience. I realized I needed time to know when I was ready, independently, to learn about

Islam at the pace that I needed. Still to this day, I may not be the most religious individual that

you may come across. However, I’m now open-minded to the idea and am willing to learn. I’m

proud of myself for overcoming this issue I had within my inner child who had been traumatized

by the subject of religion. I had transformed into a woman that is currently writing her college

narrative on religion and slowly overcoming my life-long obstacles. I gained my waking up the

moment that I read all writer's experiences in the novels they have written. I realized that there

had been nothing wrong with me for not having the same dreams as my mother. Throughout my

life, I had believed that religion may have been created by the people to help individuals find an

answer to all their questions. But, with an additional amount of years, I have realized that

religion may be real and I needed to discover Islam on my own.
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What is the Safe-T Act that will take place in Illinois, beginning January 1, 2023? How

will the Safe-T Act target those of the lower or working class? Coming across all social media

platforms becoming outrageous to the new regulation being passed around in Illinois, I was

curious to understand the purpose of the Act. I was curious to find out more about how this Act

may target those of all classes. In my research, I hope to find the law that helps protect those that

can face the consequences of unsolicited crimes. I will research to figure out why this regulation

would take place and who it would benefit. I have seen the progress rate of the citizens of

Illinois’ protests against this new regulation. The Safe-T Act prioritizes the abolishment of cash

bail. Cash bail is a payment that one would pay that is determined by a judge and the court

system will need to be paid if the criminal had wanted to be free of arrest. This payment could be

paid from an outsider to bail the individual out or the individual, themselves. The process of

abolishing cash bail allows more criminals to have easy access to avoid time in prison and suffer

the consequences of their actions. This new regulation that will begin on the first day of the year

2023 is being processed through House Bill number 3853 which shows the possible chaos that

will be brought out in the streets of Illinois. These regulations can bring out more criminals on

the streets which may bring out fear in those that may come back from work late, return from a

late social event, or travel for classes. These easy tasks may bring fear, anxiety, and paranoia to

each individual that may be commuting at night or when the sun begins to set.



Three major sources express concern for public safety and the fair treatment of

defendants regarding minor crimes. The article, Does Bail Reform Increase Crime? An Empirical

Assessment of the Public Safety Implications of Bail Reform in Cook County, Illinois, unveils

the truth which the rate of crime has increased, by the individuals that have been released per

trial. These regulations include no longer suspending licenses for any ticket debt, fines, or fees.

An example that is likely to occur would be if one were to trespass in the backyard of their home,

police officials are unable to make an arrest or intervene. In more detail, Cassel states, “ In

addition, as reported by the Chicago Tribune, the Study's data appears to undercount the number

of releases charged with new violent crimes. A substantial number of aggravated domestic

violence prosecutions were dropped after the changes, presumably because batterers were able to

more frequently obtain release and intimidate their victims into not pursuing charges. These

public safety concerns call into question whether the bail "reform" measures implemented in

Cook County were cost beneficial.” (Cassell, & Fowles, R. (2020). DOES BAIL REFORM

INCREASE CRIME? AN EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PUBLIC SAFETY

IMPLICATIONS OF BAIL REFORM IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS. Wake Forest Law

Review, 55(5), 933–. ). I feel that those that may be targeted are the homes that are easy to get

into, for example poorly built and have little to no security. However, those that have a fence

around their homes or cameras around their homes to surveillance the security of their homes

and impose on any intruder. For another source of reference, a video published on YouTube with

the title of Sen. Curran reveals problems in the SAFE-T Act and how to make Illinois

communities safer, published by Illinois Senate Republican Caucus insinuates possible outcomes

that will most likely be presented in the neighborhood of Illinois. This Youtube video

demonstrates the way this new Safe-T Act can harm those that are unable to afford the protection



that wealthier people may be able to. This Act worsens the regulation and consequences of

crime, which will mostly target those of a lower financial class. In more detail, Curran

passionately expresses, “It is there on that initial detention hearing, but after that initial detention

hearing, the risk the defendant poses to the public at large is gone, it’s an omission, it’s not there.

But at that point, the prosecutor has to identify and the judge has to find the opposing risk to that

individual without detaining.” (Curran, Senator. “Sen. Curran Reveals Problems in the Safe-T

Act and How to Make Illinois Communities Safer.” YouTube, YouTube, 15 June 2022,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPuE83DQkfY&ab_channel=IllinoisSenateRepublicanCaucu

s.). This shows that the Safe-T Act will harm those that may not afford to have protection around

them. For example, with criminals out on the streets, they may attack public transportation rather

than somebody who may use Uber or Lyft to get from each destination to another. The article

Illinois’ UN-SAFE-T Act: A bad new law has put the state on a path to further breakdown of

public order, written by Paul Mauro and published on October 17, 2022, is a prime example of

the concern for safety behind the release of House Bill number 3653 that is proposed within this

new regulation. The Safety, Accountability, Fairness, and Equity-Today Act is an Illinois

regulation that was introduced in 2021 which ends cash bail. It was signed into law by Governor

JB Pritzer which allows criminals to be released. A quote that exemplifies the fear of increased

crime is presented between the lines of, “ Finally, there is the bail-reform aspect itself, which has

stirred the most controversy—first and foremost because no one is quite sure what it says. One

section mandates that all defendants ‘shall be presumed eligible for release unless prosecutors

present ‘clear and convincing evidence that the arrestee is a threat to the safety of a ‘specific,

identifiable person. This constitutes a narrowly defined ‘danger standard.’ But the bill’s language

also appears to enumerate a subset of crimes for which only a risk of flight can be used to deny



release. Those crimes include aggravated battery, robbery, burglary, aggravated DUI, kidnapping,

vehicular homicide, and all drug offenses.” (Mauro, Paul. “Illinois’ UN-SAFE-T Act.” Illinois’

UN-SAFE-T Act, Paul Mauro, 17 Oct. 2022, https://www.city-journal.org/illinois-un-safe-t-act.).

I believe that the removal of cash bail will harm those that are unable to afford to protect

themselves. For example, one spot where all people may be located are the train stations or

buses. However, a person of a higher financial class may use Uber or Lyft as a form of

transportation, limiting one’s interaction with another, and also limiting the violence they may

encounter with. These three reliable sources represent the apprehension involving having

criminals lack facing time in prison for crimes that the court may believe is minor and releasing

them free with no consequence or restrictions.

In my research, I was able to conclude that the Safe-T Act will be unsafe for civilians

of Illinois. If HB3653 were to be signed by Governor Pritzker, Illinois families may suffer from

criminal trespassing, disorderly misconduct, and obstructing. Trespassing may include calling the

police to remove a stranger from one’s property. When questioned, if they decline, the police are

not permitted to remove the stranger from the property. Disorderly misconduct can be shown if

one were disrupting the scenery of a local market. The individual may face a ticket, but will not

be forcibly removed from any area. The obstruction could be shown through an individual

showing up at a crime scene to mess up the investigation. The individual will not get arrested or

face prison time. In addition, this individual will still not be removed forcibly. The families in the

neighborhood of Illinois that are in the working class need to hear about this first, as they’ll be

the most targeted. The House of Bill 3853 abolishes cash bail, adjusts pretrial detention, and

modifies the decertification of police or law enforcement. Doing my research, I was able to find

out how abolishing cash bail would affect the crime rate in Illinois a drastic increase. In contrast,



in New York, the cash bail is automatically linked to a bank account and may issue a refund if

the defendant shows up to court. If failing to attend, the cash bail will not be returned. Once the

payment has been furnished, the individual arrested will be automatically released and back out

on the streets. However, the payment of cash bail depends on the offenses or crimes that the

individual has committed or been accused of. The payment may be excessively too expensive for

an individual, making it impossible for one to attempt to get released. On the other side, cash bail

may be simple for others such as individuals that have been caught with scamming, theft, or

robbery. Another example may be celebrities or those that work in the law's official services.

These individuals may be able to take advantage of the cash bail because they may feel confident

that they’re guaranteed an easy bail. At present that’s taken place in the setting of New York, we

may relate to police brutality or public figures that may have the advantage of being financially

comfortable to pay off their crimes.
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What is the Safe-T Act that will take place in Illinois, beginning January 1, 2023? How

will the Safe-T Act target those of the lower or working class? Coming across all social media

platforms becoming outrageous to the new regulation being passed around in Illinois, I was

curious to understand the purpose of the Act. I was curious to find out more about how this Act

may target those of all classes.

In my research, I hope to find the law that helps protect those that can face the

consequences of unsolicited crimes. I will research to figure out why this regulation would take

place and who it would benefit. I have seen the progress rate of the citizens of Illinois’ protests

against this new regulation. The Safe-T Act prioritizes the abolishment of cash bail. Cash bail is

a payment that one would pay that is determined by a judge and the court system will need to be

paid if the criminal had wanted to be free of arrest. This payment could be paid from an outsider

to bail the individual out or the individual, themselves. The process of abolishing cash bail

allows more criminals to have easy access to avoid time in prison and suffer the consequences of

their actions.

This new regulation that will begin on the first day of the year 2023 is being processed

through House Bill number 3853 which shows the possible chaos that will be brought out in the

streets of Illinois. These regulations can bring out more criminals on the streets which may bring

out fear in those that may come back from work late, return from a late social event, or travel for



classes. These easy tasks may bring fear, anxiety, and paranoia to each individual that may be

commuting at night or when the sun begins to set.

Three major sources express concern for public safety and the fair treatment of

defendants regarding minor crimes. The article, Does Bail Reform Increase Crime? An Empirical

Assessment of the Public Safety Implications of Bail Reform in Cook County, Illinois, unveils

the truth which the rate of crime has increased, by the individuals that have been released per

trial. These regulations include no longer suspending licenses for any ticket debt, fines, or fees.

An example that is likely to occur would be if one were to trespass in the backyard of their home,

police officials are unable to make an arrest or intervene. In more detail, Cassel states, “ In

addition, as reported by the Chicago Tribune, the Study's data appears to undercount the number

of releases charged with new violent crimes. A substantial number of aggravated domestic

violence prosecutions were dropped after the changes, presumably because batterers were able to

more frequently obtain release and intimidate their victims into not pursuing charges. These

public safety concerns call into question whether the bail "reform" measures implemented in

Cook County were cost beneficial.” (Cassell, & Fowles, R. (2020). DOES BAIL REFORM

INCREASE CRIME? AN EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PUBLIC SAFETY

IMPLICATIONS OF BAIL REFORM IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS. Wake Forest Law

Review, 55(5), 933–. ). I feel that those that may be targeted are the homes that are easy to get

into, for example poorly built and have little to no security.

However, those that have a fence around their homes or cameras around their homes to

surveillance the security of their homes and impose on any intruder. For another source of

reference, a video published on YouTube with the title of Sen. Curran reveals problems in the

SAFE-T Act and how to make Illinois communities safer, published by Illinois Senate



Republican Caucus insinuates possible outcomes that will most likely be presented in the

neighborhood of Illinois. This Youtube video demonstrates the way this new Safe-T Act can

harm those that are unable to afford the protection that wealthier people may be able to. This Act

worsens the regulation and consequences of crime, which will mostly target those of a lower

financial class. In more detail, Curran passionately expresses, “It is there on that initial detention

hearing, but after that initial detention hearing, the risk the defendant poses to the public at large

is gone, it’s an omission, it’s not there. But at that point, the prosecutor has to identify and the

judge has to find the opposing risk to that individual without detaining.” (Curran, Senator. “Sen.

Curran Reveals Problems in the Safe-T Act and How to Make Illinois Communities Safer.”

YouTube, YouTube, 15 June 2022,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jPuE83DQkfY&ab_channel=IllinoisSenateRepublicanCaucu

s.). This shows that the Safe-T Act will harm those that may not afford to have protection around

them. For example, with criminals out on the streets, they may attack public transportation rather

than somebody who may use Uber or Lyft to get from each destination to another.

The article Illinois’ UN-SAFE-T Act: A bad new law has put the state on a path to further

breakdown of public order, written by Paul Mauro and published on October 17, 2022, is a prime

example of the concern for safety behind the release of House Bill number 3653 that is proposed

within this new regulation. The Safety, Accountability, Fairness, and Equity-Today Act is an

Illinois regulation that was introduced in 2021 which ends cash bail. It was signed into law by

Governor JB Pritzer which allows criminals to be released. A quote that exemplifies the fear of

increased crime is presented between the lines of, “ Finally, there is the bail-reform aspect itself,

which has stirred the most controversy—first and foremost because no one is quite sure what it

says. One section mandates that all defendants ‘shall be presumed eligible for release unless



prosecutors present ‘clear and convincing evidence that the arrestee is a threat to the safety of a

‘specific, identifiable person. This constitutes a narrowly defined ‘danger standard.’ But the bill’s

language also appears to enumerate a subset of crimes for which only a risk of flight can be used

to deny release. Those crimes include aggravated battery, robbery, burglary, aggravated DUI,

kidnapping, vehicular homicide, and all drug offenses.” (Mauro, Paul. “Illinois’ UN-SAFE-T

Act.” Illinois’ UN-SAFE-T Act, Paul Mauro, 17 Oct. 2022,

https://www.city-journal.org/illinois-un-safe-t-act.). I believe that the removal of cash bail will

harm those that are unable to afford to protect themselves. For example, one spot where all

people may be located are the train stations or buses. However, a person of a higher financial

class may use Uber or Lyft as a form of transportation, limiting one’s interaction with another,

and also limiting the violence they may encounter with. These three reliable sources represent

the apprehension involving having criminals lack facing time in prison for crimes that the court

may believe is minor and releasing them free with no consequence or restrictions.

In my research, I was able to conclude that the Safe-T Act will be unsafe for civilians

of Illinois. If HB3653 were to be signed by Governor Pritzker, Illinois families may suffer from

criminal trespassing, disorderly misconduct, and obstructing. Trespassing may include calling the

police to remove a stranger from one’s property. When questioned, if they decline, the police are

not permitted to remove the stranger from the property. Disorderly misconduct can be shown if

one were disrupting the scenery of a local market. The individual may face a ticket, but will not

be forcibly removed from any area. The obstruction could be shown through an individual

showing up at a crime scene to mess up the investigation. The individual will not get arrested or

face prison time. In addition, this individual will still not be removed forcibly. The families in the

neighborhood of Illinois that are in the working class need to hear about this first, as they’ll be



the most targeted. The House of Bill 3853 abolishes cash bail, adjusts pretrial detention, and

modifies the decertification of police or law enforcement. Doing my research, I was able to find

out how abolishing cash bail would affect the crime rate in Illinois a drastic increase. In contrast,

in New York, the cash bail is automatically linked to a bank account and may issue a refund if

the defendant shows up to court. If failing to attend, the cash bail will not be returned. Once the

payment has been furnished, the individual arrested will be automatically released and back out

on the streets. However, the payment of cash bail depends on the offenses or crimes that the

individual has committed or been accused of. The payment may be excessively too expensive for

an individual, making it impossible for one to attempt to get released. On the other side, cash bail

may be simple for others such as individuals that have been caught with scamming, theft, or

robbery. Another example may be celebrities or those that work in the law's official services.

These individuals may be able to take advantage of the cash bail because they may feel confident

that they’re guaranteed an easy bail. At present that’s taken place in the setting of New York, we

may relate to police brutality or public figures that may have the advantage of being financially

comfortable to pay off their crimes.


